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Introduction
This template is specifically for instances where higher education institutions (HEIs) and external technical 

providers wish to explore how they might work together, in particular where more than one commercial  

provider might be involved in conversations. The purpose of the template is to ensure that all participants 

are comfortable in entering into such conversations. A Memorandum of Understanding can help participants 

to feel confident in the knowledge that they are not exposing their commercial interests to risk, and can 

crystallise the spirit of partnership and endeavour.

Should the signatories to the Memorandum of Understanding decide to undertake partnership working as 

a result of these conversations, and/or HEIs decide to appoint one or more of the commercial providers to 

deliver products to their university, they must enter into a formal contract or Service Level Agreement.

TOP TIP: Setting up a Memorandum of Understanding may feel overly formal for initial conversations 

but it can relieve concerns and assure participants that these discussions are genuinely a forum to  

generate ideas. It can alleviate the sense of competition and encourage collaboration between partici-

pants, in particular commercial providers.

TOP TIP: The Memorandum of Understanding should be simple, brief and transparent. It should not 

generally exceed two A4 pages in length. 
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1.  Who the agreement is between

2.  Service areas to be discussed

3.  Potential interactions to be discussed

4.  Responsibilities by participant

     •   any and all information shared is done so in confidence, and will not be used in conversation or  

contracting with any other organisation(s). In particular, it will not be used to gain any competitive 

advantage

     •   for the purposes of these discussions, participants are not in competition with each other and are 

open to collaborating in order to improve the services available and maximise benefits

     •   participants are committed to improving the student experience and relationship management

     •   participants enter into discussions freely and in the spirit of partnership

5.  Timeline 

     •   ideas may take time to flow, so it may be wise to set up more than one meeting 

     •   creative idea sharing loses purpose and inspiration if it never reaches a resolution. Set milestones for 

agreement or withdrawal

6.  Reporting required, by what method and to whom

     •   notes will be taken of conversations, but always treated as confidential

     •   one record keeper will circulate notes accordingly and usually within one week of meetings, to ensure 

that they reflect the ideas discussed, and to encourage further comment

7.  Removing/withdrawing from participation

     •   any participant may withdraw from discussion at any point

     •   any participant who withdraws from the arrangement will respect the boundaries of the Memorandum 

of Understanding and treat all conversations that they have been party to as confidential. They will not 

use information shared to gain any competitive advantage

8.  Authorising parties

     •   signatures from senior representatives of all partners. At an HEI level, this may be a head of  

department
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